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Abstract 

 This study attempts to forge a connection between children‟s fantasy literature and the 

acquisition of a fuller temporal development in children.  Succinct definitions of children‟s 

literature and children‟s fantasy are provided, in addition to a brief synopsis of the elements of 

time that children must naturally acquire in order to function in a temporal world.  Based on 

thorough research, it is clear that children‟s literature, specifically literature of the fantasy genre, 

has a profound affect on child readers.  Using six twentieth-century children‟s fantasy novels, 

relevant temporal divergences are categorized into five sections: the “right” time, the present, the 

past, the future and the eternal.  Each section draws unique conclusions about the role that 

children‟s fantasy plays in a child‟s comprehension of the restrictions and possibilities of time 

theory.  By encouraging the imagination, child readers are able to venture into impossible 

realms.  They are given the ability to choose the “right” time, strengthening their reliance on 

themselves.  They are challenged to appreciate the present, while synthesizing the present with 

the past and the future.  Children‟s fantasy literature is surely a vital way that children are able to 

comprehend the immensely complex topic of time.      
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It‟s the fabulous castle of Now. 

You can walk in and wander about, 

But it‟s so very thin, 

Once you are, then you‟ve been— 

And soon as you‟re in, you‟re out. 

   The Castle, Shel Silverstein 

 

The passage of time governs human existence.  Infants are born into an ever-changing 

world without the slightest preparation for its continual motion onward.  They grow and become 

toddlers, children, teenagers, adults—evolving until the very end, whenever that may be.  

Seasonal changes and astronomical movements serve as natural reminders that time is passing—

another year, another day.  We watch our children mature, we feel ourselves age.  The process is 

ongoing, relentless.  A complete understanding of time continues to elude our greatest writers, 

philosophers and physicists year after year.  Still, humans are intimate with the implications of 

passing time.   

How do children, those who are but newly negotiating with the processes of this planet, 

even begin to grasp such an abstract notion as time?  Years of experience within a temporal 

world certainly provides the most influential of instruction.  Children observe cause and effect in 

their own actions and in the actions of others.  Some children experience the birth of a new 

sibling, others the death of a relative.  Their sense of the beginning and the ending is 

strengthened daily, from their first yawns in the morning to their last at night.  Practical time, the 

understanding that is required to function within our world, is undoubtedly gained through 

personal experience, trial and error.  What about those aspects of time which cannot possibly be 
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experienced in “reality,” those fictional concepts such as time-travel and eternal life which give 

children an even greater awareness of the complexities and abstractions of time?  Children find 

these necessary experiences, and countless others, through literature. 

 This paper explores the role that children‟s fantasy literature plays in the child‟s 

comprehension of the processes of time.  Not only does children‟s fantasy reinforce the elements 

of time that children are familiar with in temporal reality, it broadens and enhances a child‟s 

understanding of the possibilities and the restrictions of time.  Through children‟s fantasy 

literature, children are challenged to think abstractly about time and to formulate theories of their 

own.  As humans are physically unable to be present at the creation of the world or to travel 

through multiple dimensions, literature provides children and adults alike with that which cannot 

be experienced otherwise.  The unattainable is made attainable within the pages of a story.   

 This study will focus on six British and American fantasy novels, traditionally classified 

within the children‟s literature genre, written in the last one hundred years: J.M. Barrie‟s Peter 

Pan (1911), C.S. Lewis‟ The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (1950) and The Magician’s 

Nephew (1955), Madeleine L‟Engle‟s A Wrinkle in Time (1962), Natalie Babbitt‟s Tuck 

Everlasting (1975), and Lois Lowry‟s The Giver (1993).  Each novel features subtle divergences 

in the functional application of time, offering young readers a glimpse of those temporal 

intricacies that are relegated solely to the imagination.  Although chronology is mentioned, it is 

not the organizing principle of this paper.  Rather, the books are grouped according to the 

particular feature of time they examine.  Before delving into the novels, it is necessary to 

establish a nexus between children‟s fantasy literature, its effects on children and its connection 

to time.     
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Literature Review 

Children’s Literature: Constantly in Flux 

 In determining the relationships between these concepts, the first question must be: What 

is children‟s literature?  Current definitions of children‟s literature are abstruse at best, offering 

either too broad a scope or too narrow.  Literary critics struggle to characterize this elusive 

concept, to pin it down once and for all.  Yet, the results are often unsatisfactory.  Peter Hunt, 

Professor Emeritus of Children‟s Literature at Cardiff University, acknowledges the inherent 

problems associated with confining children‟s literature to a rigid delineation of characteristics.  

He emphasizes the insufficiencies of definitions in any context, but particularly in regard to 

literature for children: “In short, childhood is not now (if it ever has been) a stable concept.  The 

literature defined by it, therefore, cannot be expected to be a stable entity” (Hunt 14).  There are 

shared characteristics, however.  Hunt cites a fellow literary critic, Miles McDowell, for a 

concise summary of these typical traits: 

Children‟s books are generally shorter; they tend to favor an active rather than a 

passive treatment, with dialogue and incident rather than description and 

introspection; child protagonists are the rule; conventions are much used; the 

story develops within a clear-cut moral schematism which much adult fiction 

ignores; children‟s books tend to be optimistic rather than depressive; language is 

child-oriented; plots are of a distinctive order, probability is often discarded; and 

one could go on endlessly talking of magic, and fantasy, and simplicity, and 

adventure. (in Hunt 16) 

Thus, McDowell avoids a restrictive definition in favor of a list of observations gathered from 

the actual texts read by children.  These common traits were considered when determining the 
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six primary-source novels of this paper.  Still, the absence of these characteristics does not 

exclude a piece from being classified as “literature for children.”  With the development of this 

genre, of course, conventions will be revamped or abandoned altogether.  Children‟s literature, 

like all literature, is largely indefinable, constantly in flux—bending and twisting to the needs of 

society, to the needs of children.  

 The ongoing changes that affect children‟s literature are evident, even among the six 

novels chosen for study in this paper.  Admittedly, it is a limited selection of all the pieces 

written in the twentieth century; yet, the evolution of children‟s literature is clear.  Comparisons 

between pieces written in the first decade of the twentieth century and those written in the last 

are futile.  How would Peter Pan have interacted with Lucy Pevensie, Meg Murry, Winnie Foster 

or Jonas?  What was acceptable one hundred years ago has changed, and is changing, drastically.  

Maria Nikolajeva, Professor of Literature at Cambridge, notes the influence of the Romantic 

notion that childhood implies innocence as the governing force behind most children‟s literature 

written before the 1950‟s (4).  In the span of a century, the author has become a provider of 

empathy rather than one of morality.  Today, “The fact that children‟s novels seldom involve 

topics like sexuality, parenthood, or adultery does not depend on the subjects as such being 

unsuitable or tabooed, but exclusively on the problems not being relevant at the stage depicted” 

(Nikolajeva 264).  The realization that perhaps children‟s literature no longer seeks to exude a 

moral message is a significant one, further emphasizing the continuous flux.   

Whereas Hunt and Nikolajeva occupy themselves with the characteristics and topics 

common in children‟s literature, Cedric Cullingford looks at the act of childhood reading itself. 

Literary critic and Professor of Education at the University of Huddersfield, Cullingford initiates 

his study by focusing on why children seek literature at all.  Simply said, “Books pass time.  
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They fill up moments that remain forgettable.  They gratify simple pleasures” (9).  In those 

forgettable moments, children traipse through foreign lands, encounter mythical creatures and 

fall into pools of chocolate.  They are permitted to experience what would never occur in reality 

on the way to school or in their backyard, and in so doing, those moments become unforgettable.  

According to Cullingford, children continually return to stories that are familiar to them, those 

stories that do not necessarily offer a more perfect world, but offer “the power to survive” within 

that world (23).  Childhood is a volatile state, a whirlwind of change and growth brimming with 

confusion and disappointment.  Literature allows children a quiet moment to breathe, a secret 

moment in which to experience desired outcomes.   

Fantasy: A Genre of Possibilities 

 Children‟s fantasy literature fits snugly into the indefinite, overarching genre of 

children‟s literature.  In his article, “Some Presumptuous Generalizations About Fantasy,” Perry 

Nodelman resorts to the all-too-familiar notion that the least limiting definition is best.  

Accordingly, he writes, “fantasy depicts a world unlike the one we usually call real.  All fiction 

creates its own world; the worlds of fantasy are clearly different from the world we live in” 

(Nodelman 175).  This pseudo-definition applies to the six novels chosen for the purpose of this 

paper.  Each story presents a fantastical world utterly unlike this world—each story except for 

Tuck Everlasting (in which the fantastical aspect invades this world).  Nodelman emphasizes the 

fact that fantasy does not attempt to convince the reader “of the existence of the world it 

describes: it only allows us to pretend it exists.  We pretend to be the ideal audience hearing the 

real truth about a real world only so we can become conscious of the differences between the 

audience and ourselves, and that world and our own” (177).  It is through the conscious act of 

pretending that children are able to immerse themselves so fully in what they clearly recognize 
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as fantasy.  Nodelman concludes his article by unceremoniously drawing attention back to the 

adult.  He rightly suggests that, for the adult, all children‟s literature falls within the realm of 

fantasy: “Understanding one may help in the understanding of the other.  It may also explain 

why much of the best children‟s literature happens to be fantasy” (Nodelman 178).  All 

children‟s literature requires the unconditional belief of the reader, the willingness to accept and 

the eagerness to pretend.  

Sharpening the Imagination: Effects of Children’s Literature 

 The issue that is most pertinent to many literary scholars, and to this study, is how 

children‟s literature affects children in their daily lives.  What entices children to read a certain 

novel and what aspects do they retain once that novel is read?  Cedric Cullingford‟s book, 

Children’s Literature and Its Effects: The Formative Years, is devoted to establishing the 

fundamental link between children and their literature.  According to the author, children resort 

to literature because of its recognizable and stable structure: “Young children expect the same 

words in the same order when they are told a favorite story.  They anticipate the significance of 

the story itself, including not only the sense of an ending, but the certainty and inevitability of 

the order in which events happen” (Cullingford 9).  Such structural solidity offers comfort during 

the turbulent period of childhood.  Children continually return to what they find familiar—

reading.  Immersed in the act of reading, children discover accessible ways in which to negotiate 

with the world around them (Cullingford 12).  Marian S. Pyles, a professor and researcher in 

children‟s literature and grief counseling, stresses the importance of children‟s literature for “the 

understanding it offers: understanding of ourselves, our relationships with others, the world 

around us” (Pyles 8).  Turning to literature during periods of emotional upheaval can lessen the 
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fear, stress or confusion experienced by a child.  It is the sheer approachability of literature that 

attracts children.  Reading reminds them that they are not alone. 

A number of literary ventures specifically address the effects of children‟s fantasy 

literature on readers.  In her study, Nina Mikkelsen writes, “Although children need a full diet of 

all literary genres, their responses to fantasy are crucial for opening up the richest vein of 

knowledge about their worlds and their ways of transacting texts” (2-3).  Cullingford and 

Nodelman both agree that fantasy challenges children to make valuable comparisons and 

observations about their own world.  Tamora Pierce, author of the article “Fantasy: Why Kids 

Read It, Why Kids Need It,” calls fantasy a literature of “possibilities” and of “empowerment” 

(180-1).  Rather than blandly mimicking the real world, fantasy leads children outside of the 

everyday and into the miraculous.  Pierce maintains that discerning readers will apply the issues 

raised in fantasy to their own lives, motivating them to find real solutions (180).  Mikkelsen 

promulgates the notion that “Reading fantasy is both a way to make meaning about life and 

literature and a way of altering the world…” (179).  It compels children to think beyond their 

current situation, to reconfigure.  It encourages children to dream.   

 As developmental psychologist Lev Semenovich Vygotsky theorized, the ability to 

imagine is unique to the human experience.  In his article, Nicholas Tucker uses Vygotsky‟s 

theory to explain the educational benefits of children‟s literature.  Vygotsky stressed the 

importance of play and language, the “most fundamental of human attempts to transcend the here 

and now in order to construct symbolic models for the better understanding of the nature of the 

world we live in” (Tucker 167).  Tucker effortlessly makes the connection between this idea and 

children‟s literature.  Fiction demands the same ability to transcend the present, the ability to 

mentally abandon the real world for different times and different places.  By escaping through a 
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wardrobe or flying to Neverland, children are able to strengthen their imaginations.  At the same 

time, they are able to more clearly comprehend their world. 

It is clear that children‟s literature leaves an impression on the reader.  Children continue 

to seek reprieve, adventure or diversion in literature—in fantasy.  Through these unique 

experiences, experiences relegated solely to literature, children can expand their understanding 

of life and of time.  In order to lay a sufficient foundation for this study, it is now necessary to 

obtain a greater understanding of temporal development in children.    

Toying with Time: Development in Children 

 It would take volumes upon volumes of text to offer a fair summary of all the time 

theories ever conceptualized in philosophy, physics and psychology.  Thus, only a succinct 

survey of the relevant time theories in psychology and philosophy will be included in this 

literature review.  Children naturally acquire temporal understanding through personal 

engagement within a temporal world, much like they acquire language by existing within a 

verbal community.  According to William J. Friedman, a basic comprehension of time, as 

defined by developmental psychologists, requires competence in the following arenas: judging 

duration, understanding succession and simultaneity, reconstructing temporal order, 

distinguishing past, present and future, representing natural and social cycles and functioning 

within social time (2-6).  With maturity, children become proficient in each of these necessary 

categories.  Before summarizing these categories, a crucial distinction must be made.  In his 

study, psychologist Paul Fraisse differentiates between internal and external time.  Internal time, 

or subjective time, describes the individual‟s experience of time, while external time, or 

objective time, refers to succeeding events in the environment: “The psychology of time—which 
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is not the same as the physics of time—is necessarily that of our experiences” (Fraisse 113-114).  

It is the child‟s experience, then, that is most pertinent for this particular study.   

The human ability to judge duration has captivated researchers throughout the twentieth-

century, particularly Jean Piaget, a forerunner in the field of developmental psychology and a 

specialist in time conceptualization in children.  This ability is most commonly measured 

through exercises involving speed, distance and time; a typical example utilizes two trains 

situated on parallel tracks and traveling at differing speeds or beginning at different times 

(Friedman 2).  In Iris Levin‟s article, “The Effects of Interfering Cues,” the author exhibits one 

of Piaget‟s theories regarding the acquisition of linear time, identified by many psychologists as 

“Newtonian” time:   

The child‟s intuitive notions of time, space and speed are in some ways more consistent 

with modern physics, particularly with Einstein‟s relativity theory, than are the physical 

concepts of adults.  With development, however, the child gives up these intuitive notions 

in favor of concepts that are in line with Newton‟s mechanical theory of physics.  For all 

practical daily purposes, Newtonian physics continues to provide adults with the only, 

absolute, comprehensive and self-evident logic of the physical world. (Levin 48) 

Accordingly, because infants and small children are unfamiliar with the prescribed linear 

progression of the physical world, they allegedly possess an understanding of time closer to that 

of the modern physicist (Levin 52).  Einstein would describe the fourth dimension as: “time in an 

integral relationship with motion, mass and energy” (Beard 73).  It is only when children begin 

to experience the impermanence of the physical world that they are able to more fully 

conceptualize, and adopt, linear time.  Of course, as children become more adept at 

understanding speed, distance and time within a three-dimensional world (i.e. the train example), 
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they are evolving away from Einstein and toward Newton.  According to Piaget, the “Newtonian 

logic” of time is reached around the age of nine (Levin 50).    

The understanding of succession and simultaneity is most clearly represented 

linguistically, through the correct usage of temporal signifiers such as “before,” “after,” and “at 

the same time” (Friedman 3).  In the same vein, the ability to reconstruct temporal order is 

displayed when the child demonstrates the correct organization of a succession of events, often 

using those temporally-situated prepositions.  For example, the child must draw on personal 

experience and routine to order the following events correctly: waking up, eating breakfast, 

going to school, having dinner, etc (Friedman 4).  Such abilities are intimately linked with the 

comprehension of cause and effect.  As demonstrated in the article, “The Development of Causal 

Reasoning,” the “tendency to relate events causally underlies much of the learning during 

development, especially concerning the physical world” (Bullock, Gelman and Baillargeon 210).  

Children possess a rudimentary knowledge of cause and effect as early as age three (Bullock, 

Gelman and Baillargeon 251).  Storytelling is a beneficial way for the child to practice with the 

temporal and causal orientation of events.  In a study by Nancy L. Stein and Christine G. Glenn, 

published in the article, “Children‟s Concept of Time: The Development of a Story Schema,” 

children displayed the ability to consistently recall stories in the proper order.  In contrast, when 

the story was deliberately rearranged to make little causal sense, children were incapable of 

successfully recalling the story (Stein and Glenn 277).  The stability of narrative structure is vital 

in temporal concept acquisition. 

Related to temporal ordering, distinguishing past, present and future is yet another skill 

that children must develop.  Researchers and parents alike are able to see the formation of this 

ability by observing the child‟s experimentation with verb tense usage.  Lorraine Harner 
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conducted a study specifically focused on how children conceptualize the past, present and 

future.  She writes that this must begin with a firm grasp of the present: “Once children implicitly 

comprehend the notion of the present as a continually changing reference point that does not 

always correspond to their own, they may understand past and future relations from points of 

view other than their own” (Harner 144).  The ability to distinguish past, present and future is 

acquired gradually and can vary among children (Harner 166). 

The understanding of natural and social cycles refers to seasonal and astronomical 

changes, as well as to conventional clock and calendar time (Friedman 5).  Knowledge of regular 

climatic variations is acquired with experience in the natural world, and is quite self-explanatory.  

Knowledge of social cycles can involve annual cultural celebrations or observances, in addition 

to the continual measurement of functional time in terms of minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, 

years, etc.  The final category, social time, is the most-understudied of these time categories 

according to Friedman.  This type refers to necessary familiarity with those social conventions 

which involve time: propriety and politesse.  Friedman uses the examples of arriving on-time for 

an appointment or knowing the appropriate time of day to call a friend as manifestations of social 

time (Friedman 6).  The role of the Mad-Hatter in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland may come 

to mind.   

 Children learn to function in this world by becoming competent in each of these 

categories of time.  With the rudimentary grasp of these categories, they are then prepared to 

tackle the obscure nuances and multiplying possibilities of time broached in children‟s fantasy 

literature.  They have the opportunity to obtain a fuller knowledge of time by challenging 

temporal reality in their imaginations and in literature.    
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Time in Children’s Literature 

The Narrative: A Temporal Art 

The structure of a narrative, read during the school day or told before bed, serves as an 

appealing model of time: “in the novel, time is both a matter of content and a matter of form: it is 

a theme of the novel and it is the logic of storytelling itself” (Currie 86).  In Mark Currie‟s 

stimulating text, About Time: Narrative, Fiction and the Philosophy of Time, he explains how 

reading a narrative seems to simulate the passage of time in actual life.  The bookmark represents 

the present, moving gradually from the beginning of the narrative to the end as the reader makes 

their way through the text: “Everything to the left is in the past, already known, and everything 

to the right is in the future, and not yet known.  The past of the narrative is fixed in a way that the 

future of the narrative is not.  Anything could happen” (Currie 5).  The narrative form, both oral 

and written, is a movement through time, toward an end.  Beard mentions that, similar to music, 

literature is a temporal art: “a book must be absorbed sequentially…because language is a 

consecutively arranged medium” (Beard x).  One cannot avoid making the comparison between 

the temporality of literature and the temporality of life, where instead of “words, sentences, 

paragraphs and chapters,” there are hours, days, weeks and months (Beard x). 

In attempting to explain the role of literature in the context of the philosophy of time, 

Currie integrates the work of Roland Barthes, the world-renowned philosopher and literary 

theorist, into his analysis.  Barthes situated literature in between two extremes, “the crudity of 

philosophy and the subtlety of life” (Currie 110).  Admittedly, literature can never fulfill the 

requirements of philosophy, nor of life, “however, the gap is less wide, so that knowledge of 

literature will take us some way towards knowledge of life” (Currie 111).  For a child, literature 

is a practical and captivating method through which to further their temporal education.  
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Undoubtedly, the narrative strengthens the understanding of causality and of linear time.  

Children‟s fantasy literature does more than that, however.  It challenges children to experiment 

with philosophy, life and time.  It makes the unknown knowable.  After all, why would you give 

a child a philosophy textbook when you could give them a story?  

 In the six stories selected for this paper, Peter Pan, The Lion, the Witch and the 

Wardrobe, The Magician’s Nephew, A Wrinkle in Time, Tuck Everlasting, and The Giver, the 

authors cleverly insert opportunities for coincidence, exploration and growth.  Their child 

characters are given the capacity to choose for themselves.  They can go on living in their 

fantastical worlds, or return, safe and sound, right where they left off.  Each author tackles the 

multifaceted topic of time by creating a variety of characters and situations for their readers.  

This study focuses on the treatment of five aspects of time broached in these six novels: the 

“right” time, the present, the past, the future and the eternal.  By reading children‟s fantasy 

literature, children can safely experience anything…  

Now or Later: Determining the “Right” Time 

 Literature is chock full of “right times” and “wrong times.”  Although subjectively 

defined, readers generally know when characters are experiencing one or the other.  A character 

may arrive three seconds too late for the departing train, while another character leaves the café 

just before the assassin enters.  The portrayal of the “right” time in children‟s fantasy literature is 

almost a requirement because child characters, like child readers, are still working toward a 

complete understanding of this concept.  When is it necessary to act?  When is it necessary to 

wait?  These questions plague child characters throughout their fictional adventures.  

 Often in children‟s fantasy literature, authors will challenge their child characters by 

giving them gifts intended to eventually help them along their journey.  These gifts tend to be 
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unique to each character, but always ambiguous.  Although the character who gives these gifts 

seems to have some notion as to how they will be used, specific details are not revealed.  It 

becomes the responsibility of the child character to decide when to use the gift for their greatest 

benefit, at the “right” time.  In A Wrinkle in Time, Mrs. Who gives Meg her spectacles with 

instructions to “save them for the final moment of peril” (L‟Engle 94).  This vague advice forces 

Meg to decide for herself when to act.  She must trust her intuition.  When she and her friend, 

Calvin, finally find her father, Mr. Murry, locked behind a transparent, but impenetrable door, 

she remembers her gift: “Mrs. Who had told her to use them only as a last resort, and surely that 

was now.  She reached into her pocket and the spectacles were there, cool and light and 

comforting” (L‟Engle 139).  With ease, she passes through the door and enters her father‟s cell.  

The glasses have the capacity to rearrange atoms, allowing both Meg and her father to escape 

through the seemingly solid walls.  However, their use is limited.  It appears that Mrs. Who 

chose this gift for a very specific reason, one she foresaw. 

 Another example of the common trend of gift-giving can be found in The Lion, the Witch 

and the Wardrobe.  As the eternal winter of the White Witch is just beginning to thaw, Narnians 

are finally able to celebrate Christmas.  Father Christmas visits three of the Pevensie children on 

their way to find their brother, Edmund.  He bestows a special gift on each of them, saying, “they 

are tools not toys.  The time to use them is perhaps near at hand.  Bear them well” (Lewis Lion 

108).  Peter receives a glimmering sword and shield, Susan receives a horn along with a bow and 

arrows, and Lucy receives a dagger and a vial of healing liquid.  They are instructed only to use 

these gifts “in great need” (Lewis Lion 108).  Each character must determine what classifies as a 

time of great need.  They have no trouble, however, because they trust their instincts.  After the 

great battle between Aslan and the White Witch, Lucy remembers her gift of healing liquid.  She 
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immediately begins dispensing it to all the wounded, including to her brother, Edmund.  By 

observing their favorite characters identify the “right” time in which to use their individualized 

gifts, children see the positive consequences of trusting their intuition. 

 Jonas, from The Giver, is another character who must successfully determine the “right” 

time—his life and the life of an infant depend on it.  In the middle of Jonas‟ training to become 

the next Receiver, the Giver and Jonas decide to incite change within the Community.  They 

form an elaborate plan by which Jonas will escape, subsequently returning all the memories he 

carries back to the members of the Community.  However, his plan is destroyed when his father 

tells him that the infant Gabriel will be “released” the very next morning.  Jonas is forced to 

leave much earlier than expected, abandoning “all the things they had thought through so 

meticulously” (Lowry 163).  Jonas trusts himself to create a new plan, one which includes 

Gabriel.  His training with the Giver has given him the necessary preparation to make choices of 

his own.  The notion of the “right” time takes on a completely new meaning for Jonas when he 

has the opportunity to decide for himself.  As opposed to the carefully regulated time of the 

Community, of his former life before his training with the Giver, time finally belongs to him.  He 

understands that there will never be a better time to leave than that moment.    

Children relating to characters like Jonas, Calvin, Meg or Lucy are able to observe the 

positive outcomes associated with understanding the proper time in which to perform a task or 

use a gift.  Most likely, children will never be given spectacles that rearrange atoms or a vial of 

all-healing liquid.  However, life will always provide an instance that requires confidence and 

perceptivity.  There will always be a moment in which they are called upon to trust their 

intuition.  Children‟s fantasy literature bolsters their reliance on themselves.   
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The Promise of the Present 

 A rather simple temporal division to make is that between the past, the present and the 

future, the “tensed” organization of time (Currie 15).  Young children are most occupied with the 

present, inevitably because they have little experience with the normative Western approach 

towards time: the division into three states.  According to Maria Nikolajeva, most psychologists 

agree that children live entirely in the present until the age of five and that they eventually 

acquire a fuller sense of the differing states of temporality around the ages of 7-8 (5).  For 

children, and many adults, the present is the priority.  The treatment of this temporal state in 

children‟s fantasy literature expands upon the child‟s understanding of the present moment, 

exposing readers to the endless possibilities and crippling restrictions of now.   

 As Harner mentions in her study, children must grow accustomed to the fact that “there is 

no set time span for the present” (141).  Throughout their stories, C.S. Lewis, Madeleine L‟Engle 

and J.M. Barrie capitalize on this idea, freely manipulating the present moment.  These authors 

stop the passage of chronological time altogether, making the present paramount.  They allow 

their characters to travel through space and time—to miraculous worlds only accessible by 

magic, faith or understanding—and to return mere seconds after they left.  In The Magician’s 

Nephew, Polly and Digory return from their experiences in Charn and Narnia only to discover 

that “everything was exactly as they had left it” (Lewis 195).  Digory exclaims, “I believe the 

whole adventure‟s taken no time at all” (Lewis Magician’s 195).  This is the same comforting 

discovery that Lucy makes in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.  After accidentally arriving 

in Narnia through the magical wardrobe and spending the entire morning with Mr. Tumnus, she 

returns to Professor Kirke‟s guest room as if no time had passed at all.  She tries to share her 

experiences with her older siblings, but they respond practically, “We‟ve only just come out of 
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that room a moment ago, and you were there then” (Lewis Lion 25).  Time is the most influential 

factor feeding their disbelief.  They refuse to acknowledge the truth of Lucy‟s claim until they 

approach Professor Kirke, who is strikingly more calm and objective: 

if, I say, she had got into another world, I should not be at all surprised to find that 

the other world had a separate time of its own; so that however long you stayed 

there it would never take up any of our time.  On the other hand…if she had been 

pretending, she would have hidden for a reasonable time before coming out and 

telling her story. (Lewis Lion 51) 

The Pevensies are accustomed to the linear time model; they cannot possibly imagine diverting 

from that forward-moving line…until they too discover Narnia.  As a result of Lewis‟ extension 

of the present moment, these children are able to mature in Narnia, reigning for several decades 

before they eventually return home to England at the same moment they left. 

 The extension of the present moment as a consequence of time and space travel also 

occurs in A Wrinkle in Time, albeit slightly differently.  When the children are told that they have 

arrived on “Uriel, the third planet of the star Malak in the spiral nebula Messier 101,” Calvin 

struggles to believe this: “Even traveling at the speed of light, it would take us years and years to 

get here” (L‟Engle 55).  Mrs. Whatsit explains that they simply “wrinkled” through time and 

space, a journey that takes no time at all.  As Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which are able 

to work with the principles of time, they candidly mention that, “we‟ll have you back about five 

minutes before you left, so there‟ll be time to spare and nobody‟ll ever need to know you were 

gone at all…” (L‟Engle 76).  Thus, by earthly chronological standards, the entire adventure will 

take less than zero minutes.  L‟Engle creatively expands the length of the present moment for her 

characters, granting them more time than they actually have. 
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 Along with the temporal discrepancies that accompany time and space travel, these 

authors develop alternative time models for their fantastical worlds.  For example, it is 

impossible to accurately relate the passage of time in Narnia to the passage of time in England.  

In The Silver Chair, Eustace Scrubb explains this: “And when you‟re back in England—in our 

world—you can‟t tell how time is going here.  It might be any number of years in Narnia while 

we‟re having one year at home” (Lewis 38).  The children remain unable to comprehend this 

time disparity.  As for the model of time on Camazotz, Mr. Murry describes it as “inverted, 

turned in on itself” (L‟Engle 155).  Similar to Narnian time, the passage of time on Camazotz 

cannot be incrementally measured.  However, characters are able to measure the relative duration 

of their journeys through these temporally jarring worlds by simply relying on their biological 

clocks.  They do this unconsciously, every time they notice the rumbling in their stomachs—

when was the last time they had a meal?  By using their unfaltering biological clocks, child 

characters can roughly estimate the present time.  When clocks are unavailable, children must 

trust their bodies. 

 The manipulation of the present moment yields infinite possibilities.  Children can 

traverse entire galaxies to rescue their father and they can reign over Narnia for decades—all in 

time for dinner.  These authors are inadvertently propagating the ideas of the psychologist 

Meerloo by familiarizing children with “those spaces that time misses…between the ticks of the 

clock” (Beard 107).  Such liberal treatment of the present in these stories encourages child 

readers to consider their own definition of this abstract concept.  Children‟s fantasy literature 

also manipulates the present moment by situating the present in the remotest realms of the past 

and the future, that is, at the creation and the destruction of the world.  Lewis‟ The Magician’s 

Nephew serves as a means by which children can experience the creation and the demise of 
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civilization.  Polly and Digory unintentionally arrive in the ruined world of Charn.  All that 

remains in this world are ruins.  Digory is enticed to follow magical instructions engraved in a 

stone pillar, waking the evil queen Jadis from her thousand years of slumber.  Digory asks Jadis 

about the size and color of the Charn sun, “so big, so red, and so cold” (Lewis Magician’s 68).  

She replies that it has been like that “for hundreds of thousands of years” (Lewis Magician’s 68).  

Digory then proceeds to describe the “smaller and yellower” sun of Earth, a comment which 

greatly intrigues Jadis, who is eager to conquer a young world (Lewis Magician’s 68).  By 

traveling to a dead world along with Polly and Digory, readers are present at the end of a world, 

long after life had been annihilated.  Such an experience heightens a child‟s awareness of the 

finality of the end.   

 Equally significant, if not more so, The Magician’s Nephew also allows children to be 

present at the creation of a world.  Polly, Digory and Jadis accidentally fall into an empty world.  

Jadis describes it as “Nothing” (Lewis Magician’s 104).  Before long, they hear a voice: “If was 

very far away and Digory found it hard to decide from what direction it was coming.  Sometimes 

it seemed to come from all directions at once.  Sometimes he thought it was coming out of the 

earth beneath them” (Lewis Magician’s 104).  This is the voice of creation.  Eventually, stars 

lighten the sky, a gentle breeze stirs and a new sun rises.  Trees and grass spread across the land 

shortly before living beasts appear.  The characters are able to observe the acceleration of 

growth: “A little way off, towering over their heads, they saw at tree which had certainly not 

been there before.  It must have grown up silently, yet swiftly as a flag rises when you pull it up 

on a flagstaff” (Lewis Magician’s 187).  Through literature, children can be present at the very 

creation of the world, strengthening their comprehension of the beginning and the ending.  They 
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can see that their present is not all—there was much that came before and more that will come 

after.       

Meaningless without Memory 

 While children are learning about the significance of the present moment, they must also 

learn that the present is intimately linked to the past and the future.  In describing what he termed 

“inner” time, the nineteenth-century philosopher, Henri Bergson, emphasizes “how out of touch 

men were with „real time,‟ the inner private time that does not pass in a linear forward direction, 

but coils about itself, past, present and future coexisting” (Beard ix).  In order to fully experience 

the present, children must recognize that what happens now has been influenced by what 

happened before and will influence what happens after.  The three states, as distinct as they 

seem, are intricately intertwined.  J. M. Barrie and Lois Lowry are just two authors who stress 

the importance of memory and the past within their stories. 

 The illustrious Peter Pan is a perfect example of a character who is absorbed entirely in 

the present, without memory or foresight.  He is frozen in the moment, his youth: “the most 

entrancing thing about him was that he had all his first teeth” (Barrie 11).  Daily, Peter engages 

in some new adventure, always searching for moments of danger and valor.  Although his life 

seems vibrant and action-packed, he cannot retain memories of these incidents: “He often went 

out alone, and when he came back you were never absolutely certain whether he had had an 

adventure or not.  He might have forgotten it so completely that he said nothing about it” (Barrie 

80).  Wendy, John and Michael also struggle with memory-loss while in Neverland.  Wendy is 

worried that her brothers are beginning to forget their parents altogether: “John remembered his 

parents vaguely only, as people he had once known, while Michael was quite willing to believe 

that she was really his mother” (Barrie 78).  Wendy quizzes her brothers about their parents, 
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attempting to revive their memories; however, “the questions were all written in the past tense.  

What was the colour of Mother‟s eyes, and so on.  Wendy, you see, had been forgetting too” 

(Barrie 79).  Obviously, when they return home, their memories are restored.  The Darling 

children have “escaped the worst curse of the Neverland—the loss of memory” (Nikolajeva 93).  

Peter will never escape this.  Despite his promise to return annually for Wendy, he forgets more 

often than he remembers: “Peter came next spring cleaning; and the strange thing was that he 

never knew he had missed a year” (Barrie 178).  He is utterly consumed by a present that is 

unaffected by the past.  He lives only for now, and this is precisely why he is unable to evolve.  

The detrimental consequences associated with living in an isolated present surface in The 

Giver, as well.  Lowry introduces the Community, a seemingly utopian society in which time is 

carefully regulated and where every citizen has their place.  During Jonas‟ training to become the 

next Receiver of Memory, he is exposed to a much greater scale of life: “I don‟t know what you 

mean when you say „the whole world‟ or „generations before him.‟  I thought there was only us.  

I thought there was only now” (Lowry 77-78).  Jonas‟ ignorance is an illustration of the 

Community‟s disregard for the past and, subsequently, for the future.  The decision had been 

made generations before to adopt the governing principle of “Sameness.”  This condition called 

for the relegation of all memories to one Receiver, so as to protect citizens from the pain of the 

past. They live only in the present, completely desensitized and controlled.  The reader 

eventually realizes that an isolated present, untouched by memory or expectation, is more than 

inadequate, it is poisonous.  As Beard writes, without the constant vacillation of these three 

states, “there can be no change, and without change there can be no growth of the self; without 

the flux and mutability of time, the human self ceases to exist” (151).  After all, one could hardly 
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call the citizens of the Community human.  They are mechanized and emotionless, working 

together towards nothing, just like Peter Pan. 

The Giver teaches Jonas about other places and other times.  He explains, “There‟s much 

more.  There‟s all that goes beyond—all that is Elsewhere—and all that goes back, and back, and 

back” (Lowry 78).  From his training with the Giver, Jonas obtains a unique perspective about 

the past which is unavailable to other members of the Community.  He learns to distinguish 

collective memory from individual memory, accepting the weight of the former over the latter.  

The Giver tells him, “Everyone in the community has one-generation memories like those.  But 

now you will be able to go back further” (Lowry 93).  The purpose of retaining and revisiting 

these communal memories is simple, “It is how wisdom comes.  And how we shape our future” 

(Lowry 78).  The Community needs the Receiver to advise them about the unexpected.  As the 

sole source of wisdom within the Community, he holds a venerable position.  However, the 

Receiver is forbidden from discussing his work with other members of the Community, 

restricting the dissemination of wisdom to their successor.  Without the memories, the 

Community is stagnant, “without the memories, it‟s all meaningless” (Lowry 105). 

Lowry further stresses the gravity of the past by using memory to soothe and to save.  

Jonas‟ father, a Nurturer, informs the family that one of the infants, Gabriel, is having trouble 

sleeping in the compound, so he is brought to stay with them at night.  Even then, Gabe fails to 

sleep soundly, until he is moved into Jonas‟ room.  When he starts crying, Jonas secretly 

transmits soothing memories to him which causes him to softly fall back asleep: “Each night he 

gave memories to Gabe: memories of boat rides and picnics in the sun; memories of soft rainfall 

against windowpanes; memories of dancing barefoot on a damp lawn” (Lowry 128).  Convinced 

that his plan had succeeded, Jonas‟ father returns Gabe to the compound to sleep.  However, 
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Gabe regresses and it is decided that he will be released.  This news prompts Jonas to escape 

earlier than planned, into the unknown world outside of the Community.  This is when his 

memories have the capacity to save.  In order to remain unnoticed by the search planes which 

can detect body-heat, Jonas recalls his memories of snow to cool their bodies.  At the end of the 

novel, Jonas and Gabe find themselves trudging through actual mounds of snow, freezing and 

starving.  To keep them alive, Jonas unearths memories of heat, “For a moment they both were 

bathed in warmth and renewed strength as they stood hugging each other in the blinding snow” 

(Lowry 176).  Memory removes Jonas and Gabriel from the torturous present, allowing them to 

survive just a little longer.           

 “The past is not an empty time to be dismissed or forgotten,” Beard writes (1).  It is 

essential to the human experience.  Peter Pan and the citizens of the Community abide in a 

deadened temporal state, one without the prospect of change or growth.  Jonas is a hero in that he 

values memory, understanding its potential to regenerate the present and inform the future.  

Although their stories are separated by almost a century, J.M Barrie and Lois Lowry are 

propagating the same idea: the past is paramount.  By reading these stories, children learn to 

treasure their own memories within the context of the present and the future.  For, “Only by 

becoming consciously aware of the historical continuity of time, and accepting one‟s place 

within, can one find identity, and work to bring the potential of the self to full fruition” (Beard 

ix).     

Fast Forward to the Future 

 One of the charms of literature is that it often provides the “after-story” in which readers 

are offered a glimpse into the future lives of their beloved characters, long after the action of the 

story has passed and everything has returned to normal.  This is certainly more common in 
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children‟s literature, expressly because children are so eager to know what happens after—they 

seek the happy ending above the ambiguous one.  Notably, not all authors succumb to this 

convention, Lois Lowry and Madeleine L‟Engle among them.  In A Wrinkle in Time, Mrs. 

Whatsit explicitly warns the children about knowing the future: “If we knew ahead of time what 

was going to happen we‟d be—we‟d be like the people on Camazotz, with no lives of our own, 

with everything all planned and done for us” (L‟Engle 185).  Seeing what will happen in actual 

life is a dangerous proposition indeed.  However, in literature, it offers readers a sense of closure, 

insurance that their characters were fully affected by the changes engendered by the plotline.  

Much like the creation scene in The Magician’s Nephew, it displays the acceleration of growth.  

Children are then able to more fully relate to these characters by realizing that they too are 

influenced by the passage of time.    

 J.M. Barrie is one such author who disrupts the narrative structure in order to jump to the 

distant future.  The Lost Boys abandon Peter and Neverland to live with the Darling family, a 

decision that sets their maturation in motion.  Freed from the crippling eternity of Neverland, 

these characters grow up just like every other child, except Peter, of course.  Barrie devises a 

brief summary describing what they have all become:  

All the boys were grown up and done for by this time; so it is scarcely worth 

while saying anything more about them.  You may see the twins and Nibs and 

Curly any day going to an office, each carrying a little bag and an umbrella.  

Michael is an engine driver.  Slightly married a lady of title, and so he became a 

lord.  You see that judge in a wig coming out at the iron door?  That used to be 

Tootles.  The bearded man who doesn‟t know any story to tell his children was 

once John.  Wendy was married in white with a pink sash.  (Barrie 178) 
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In presenting this information, Barrie stresses the onward motion of time.  Although he writes 

disdainfully about the process of growing up, seeming to glorify the idyllic childhood, his 

message about the inevitability of maturation is elucidated here. Readers are able to more vividly 

see the transformations experienced by their favorite characters when the author provides a 

glimpse into their futures.  The characters are children no longer, and this is cemented in the 

minds of child readers.  If even the fictional Lost Boys grow up, it is clear that all children must 

eventually do the same. 

 Along with Barrie, C.S. Lewis also upsets his temporal progression of the narrative to 

momentarily mention the futures of his characters.  The Magician’s Nephew contains many 

examples of this.  After the children meet Jadis, the White Witch, for the first time, Lewis 

interjects accordingly: “Years afterward when he was an old man, Digory said he had never in all 

his life known a woman so beautiful.  It is only fair to add that Polly always said she couldn‟t see 

anything specially beautiful about her” (Lewis Magician’s 53).  Most commonly, Lewis refers to 

the future role that Digory will have to play in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and in The 

Last Battle.  Just before Polly and Digory decide to put on the green rings, Lewis highlights 

Digory‟s tendency toward curiosity: “for Digory was the sort of person who wants to know 

everything, and when he grew up he became the famous Professor Kirke who comes into other 

books” (Lewis Magician’s 39).  Inserted in medias res, the narrator‟s comments have the effect 

of extending the lives of the characters outside of this novel, and outside of the entire series, The 

Chronicles of Narnia.  Children can then view their favorite characters as people who will 

ultimately grow up and become old men and women.  

 Tuck Everlasting is similar to Peter Pan in that Natalie Babbitt also chooses to supply her 

readers with a concrete illustration of the future.  Unlike J.M. Barrie, who inserts his “after-
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story” into the body of the narrative, Babbitt provides a necessary epilogue.  The last chapter 

concludes with Winnie pouring her vial of spring water over a toad.  Jesse gave her the water to 

drink when she turned seventeen, hoping that she would find him and they could live together 

forever.  After using the water on the toad, Winnie‟s decision is still unclear: “The little bottle 

was empty now.  It lay on the grass at Winnie‟s feet.  But if all of it was true, there was more 

water in the wood.  There was plenty more.  Just in case.  When she was seventeen.  If she 

should decide, there was more water in the wood” (Babbitt 132).  Babbitt skips over more than 

fifty years in order to share Winnie‟s decision with her readers.  The epilogue begins with Mae 

and Tuck returning to Treegap, the primary setting of the novel.  The city has changed 

immensely since they had last lived there fifty years before, “It was very hard to recognize 

anything” (Babbitt 134).  Readers get a sense of the implications of passing time.  The couple 

eventually makes their way to the local cemetery, searching among the gravestones for one name 

in particular.  They find it: 

In Loving Memory 

Winifred Foster Jackson 

 Dear Wife  

Dear Mother 

1870-1948 

The epilogue gives readers a feeling of completion.  Although mingled with the sadness of 

Winnie‟s death, this discovery is joyful because of Winnie‟s decision.  Babbitt realizes that such 

an epilogue was vital in proving the value of mortal life over eternal life, her central theme.  It is 

clear that she led a long life filled with love.  At the same time, Babbitt‟s epilogue gives children 

necessary closure while bringing to light the imminence of the future, death included. 
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  It would be easy to finish a story under the assumption that its characters are frozen in 

their youth.  The very essence of the story lends itself well to the eternality of its characters.  

However, some authors choose to represent their characters in a more realistic sense, suggesting 

that even fictional people must succumb to the passage of time.  When children receive 

knowledge about what becomes of their favorite characters, they are given the opportunity to see 

the various shapes of the future.  This helps to conceptualize the future as something that will 

happen, is happening.   

Touching on Timelessness 

 The prospect of death is a painful and frightening concept to accept, and as such, it is an 

issue rarely ignored in children‟s literature.  As Nikolajeva writes, “The fear of growing up in 

children‟s fiction goes back to the search for immortality, caused by the fear of death, in the 

folktale.  Fear of death and fear of growing up are closely interconnected, since the awareness of 

growing up and growing old unavoidably leads to the insight of your own inevitable mortality” 

(109).  In dispelling this fear, authors of children‟s fantasy literature have their work cut out for 

them.  According to Marian S. Pyles, children do not consider death as permanent until the age 

of five, the same age that they are learning to differentiate past, present and future (7).  

Children‟s fantasy authors ask children to return to this innocent notion by asking a harmless 

question: “What if time did not exist…what if we could live forever?”  In posing this question, 

authors are providing children with the ability to choose an otherwise impossible choice, eternal 

life.  The treatment of timelessness and eternal life is certainly worth investigating, especially 

because all five authors manage to include one topic or the other in their stories.  

   In The Magician’s Nephew, C.S. Lewis creatively crafts his own idea of timelessness 

using the “in-between world.”  When Polly and Digory wear the green rings, they are transported 
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to this world which connects them to other worlds, such as Narnia and Charn.  This place is 

unburdened by the passage of time: “It was the quietest wood you could possibly imagine.  There 

were no birds, no insects, no animals, and no wind” (Lewis Magician’s 32).  The trees are alive, 

always growing, but nothing else changes.  The children even begin to lose their memories, a 

manifestation of timelessness, as mentioned earlier.  Digory muses, “If anyone had asked him 

„Where did you come from?‟ he would probably have said, „I‟ve always been here.‟  That was 

what it felt like—as if one had always been in that place and never been bored although nothing 

had ever happened” (Lewis Magician’s 32).  Their lives in England become distant and 

dreamlike.  They almost forget their reason for being there at all, “This place is too quiet.  It‟s 

so—so dreamy.  You‟re almost asleep.  If we once give in to it we shall just lie down and drowse 

forever and ever” (Lewis Magician’s 35).  According to Lewis, timeless existence is equal to 

eternal slumber.  Although peaceful, this world is dangerous.  If the children succumb to the 

intoxicating calm, they will be imprisoned for eternity, without consciousness and without 

change.  In this instance, timelessness is lifelessness. 

 Neverland is another clear example of a temporally indefinite world.  The Darling 

children get a sense of this as they are flying to Neverland for the first time: “They recalled with 

contempt that not so long ago they had thought themselves fine fellows for being able to fly 

round a room.  Not so long ago.  But how long ago?  They were flying over the sea before this 

thought began to disturb Wendy seriously” (Barrie 41).  The curtain of timelessness is fully 

lowered once they arrive in Neverland: “it is quite impossible to say how time does wear on in 

the Neverland, where it is calculated by moons and suns, and there are ever so many more of 

them than on the mainland” (Barrie 78).  Similar to Narnia and Camazotz, time is immeasurable 

in Neverland.  Functional calendar time becomes obsolete.  Each night, the Lost Boys, Peter and 
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the Darlings gather together in their underground home to have dinner and tell stories.  When 

one of the boys suggests that they dance, he uses the excuse that it is a “Saturday night” (Barrie 

107).  Barrie then explains, “It was not really Saturday night, at least it may have been, for they 

had long lost count of the days; but always if they wanted to do anything special they said this 

was Saturday night, and then they did it” (107).  In the idyllic realm of the childhood 

imagination, there is certainly no place for calendars.  There is a clock in Peter Pan, oddly 

enough, and this will be addressed later.  The timelessness of Neverland is further stressed by 

Barrie‟s frequent use of the iterative which refers to an event that occurs regularly (Nikolajeva 

8).  Life in Neverland has “always been like this and will always be like this, before Wendy‟s 

visit and after (Nikolajeva 91).  Nothing will change. 

 Abiding in a timeless world, Peter Pan possesses what humans only dream of, eternal life.  

He is deeply afraid of becoming an adult and of dying.  After Wendy asks him his age, he 

responds “I don‟t know…but I am quite young” (Barrie 29).  Barrie states that “he really knew 

nothing about it; he had merely suspicions” (Barrie 29).  Perhaps he did run away from his 

parents shortly after he heard them discussing his future, yet, Peter is untrustworthy precisely 

because he cannot remember.  He knows his fear of death, nothing else.  Barrie subtly introduces 

this point through the character Captain Hook.  Long ago, Peter cut off Hook‟s arm and cast it to 

a passing crocodile that, as Hook says, “liked my arm so much… that it has followed me ever 

since, from sea to sea and from land to land, licking its lips for the rest of me” (Barrie 59).  To 

supplement this story, Hook mentions that the crocodile attempted to attack him again, but 

swallowed a ticking clock instead, “and so before it can reach me I hear the tick and bolt” (Barrie 

59).  Thus, Barrie blatantly blends Hook‟s fear of death with his fear of time.  Smee, to whom he 

is telling this story, acutely foresees Hook‟s inevitable fate: “Some day…that clock will run 
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down and then he‟ll get you” (Barrie 59).  Hunt writes, “For Hook, Peter and the ticking 

crocodile are doubles, each a living symbol of relentless temporality” (Hunt 98). 

Of course, this is exactly how Peter defeats Hook.  Shortly after he has killed Captain 

Hook, Peter becomes him: “It was afterwards whispered among them that on the first night he 

wore this suit he sat long in the cabin with Hook‟s cigar-holder in his mouth and one hand 

clenched, all but the forefinger, which he bent and held threateningly aloft like a hook” (Barrie 

162).  Captain Hook‟s fears are transferred to Peter in this instance, although they existed before.  

He easily forgets about this whole incident, losing even the memory of killing Captain Hook.  

Although he convinced himself that he can thwart his worst fear, crying to Hook, “I‟m youth, 

I‟m joy,” Peter has not avoided death (Barrie 158).  Nikolajeva notes, “Loss of memory implies 

imprisonment in a state beyond time, in another eternity equal to death” (132).   Neverland is 

typically described as the land of the dead in literary criticism.  Peter‟s eternity is in death.  

Readers cannot relate to his choices or his lifestyle: “it is impossible to identify with Peter.  

Admire him in a way—yes, pity him—yes, but not identify.  He is the evil power of the story, 

the seducer, the revenger—betrayed of his mother, he wants to deprive other children of what he 

himself is missing most of all” (Nikolajeva 91-92).  For Peter, eternal life is a solitary life.  Hunt 

offers this eloquent description of Peter Pan: “Both boy eternal and rotting corpse, he arrives like 

a dream of immortality come true but also like a plague deadly to children—like aging and 

death, he empties the nursery” (97).  If they ever desired eternal life before reading this story, 

child readers will certainly not want it now.     

 Tuck Everlasting offers yet another, considerably less graphic, glimpse of the adverse 

aspects of eternal life.  Babbitt‟s focal point is weighing the benefits and detriments of mortal 

and immortal life, and she introduces her theme by juxtaposing Winnie‟s conception of forever 
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with the Tuck‟s reality of forever.  Babbitt sprinkles her story with the key-word forever, 

instilling in the reader the sense that it has multiple meanings (Nikolajeva 119).  Winnie uses it 

freely and unconsciously, obviously greatly exaggerating a concept she has, and will never have, 

true experience with.  For example, when the Tucks tell her that they will bring her home 

tomorrow, she shudders, “Tomorrow!  It was like being told she would be kept away forever!” 

(Babbitt 34).  She soon comes to understand that the word forever will thankfully never apply to 

her.  Once she encounters the Tucks, she learns the difference between the eternal cycle of life, 

regenerating through time, and eternal life, stagnant and useless.   

Seventeen-year-old Jesse exemplifies the exhilarating side of the eternal.  He eagerly 

suggests that Winnie drink the water from the spring: “We could have a grand old time, go all 

around the world, see everything.  Listen, Ma and Pa and Miles, they don‟t know how to enjoy it, 

what we got.  Why, heck, Winnie, life‟s to enjoy yourself, isn‟t it…And you and me, we could 

have a good time that never, never stopped” (Babbitt 72).  He is the youngest member of the 

Tuck family, a fact which properly situates his exuberance.  The three other Tucks more fully 

comprehend the hopeless dilemma associated with eternal life.  Winnie learns that Miles had a 

family once, but they deserted him when he failed to show outward signs of age, labeling him a 

heretic.  There is nothing the Tucks can do but wait and watch others pass away.  Although 

Babbitt casts eternal life in an ominous light, she simultaneously, and to a greater effect, glorifies 

mortal life.  As a complement to the author‟s recurrent motif of the wheel, Tuck tries to stress the 

feelings of futility and emptiness that accompany everlasting life:  

But dying‟s part of the wheel, right there next to being born.  You can‟t pick out 

the pieces you like and leave the rest.  Being part of the whole thing, that‟s a 

blessing.  But it‟s passing us by, us Tucks.  Living‟s heavy work, but off to one 
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side, the way we are, it‟s useless, too.  It don‟t make sense.  If I knowed how to 

climb back on the wheel, I‟d do it in a minute.  You can‟t have living without 

dying.  So you can‟t call it living, what we got.  We just are, we just be, like rocks 

beside the road. (Babbitt 63-64)    

Winnie is forced to make a unique choice, whether to die or not.  Babbitt successfully 

communicates this decision to the readers through the epilogue, when it is revealed that Winnie 

has chosen mortal life.  Her epitaph indicates that she lead a full and long life, overflowing with 

love and support.  In the debate between mortality and immortality, it is clear which side is 

victorious.  Babbitt leaves her readers to appreciate the lives they have.   

Admittedly, some authors, L‟Engle and Lewis included, portray eternal life more 

positively, albeit with a Christian twist.  In A Wrinkle in Time, the quirky trio, Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. 

Who and Mrs. Which, are all identified as stars.  In an exchange between the Mrs. Whatsit and 

Mrs. Which, Mrs. Whatsit sarcastically retorts, “Just because you‟re a paltry few billion years---” 

(L‟Engle 49).  She is the youngest of the three, and is ridiculed for her inexperience and lack of 

wisdom.  Later in the novel, Mrs. Whatsit gives her age: “Exactly 2,379,152,497 years, 8 

months, and 3 days.  That is according to your calendar” (L‟Engle 77).  This is an age beyond 

human comprehension, equitable to the eternal.  These characters serve as guides for the three 

children, providing them with necessary wisdom throughout the novel.  Thus, L‟Engle connects 

the eternal, or nearly eternal, to a stage of heightened wisdom.  This also occurs in The 

Chronicles of Narnia in the character, Aslan, who acts as an allegory for the eternal God.  He 

appears in each novel throughout the series, providing support and protection when the child 

characters are in need.  He is Wisdom incarnate.  However, in both cases, this seemingly positive 

connection between wisdom and eternal life is shadowed by the sublime.  Ultimately, this 
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condition is reserved for cosmological and religious deities, entities and characters that children 

have a difficulty identifying with.  In all its representations, eternal life is unreachable, yet 

undesirable for humans.  It is a burden that need not belong to us. 

Their Time 

 Children‟s fantasy literature has a significant role to play in the child‟s development of 

temporal concepts.  Admittedly, the functional understanding and application of time is acquired 

through experience and formal instruction.  Yet, such stories as Peter Pan, The Lion, the Witch 

and the Wardrobe, The Magician’s Nephew, Tuck Everlasting, A Wrinkle in Time, and The Giver 

teach children that the ticking clock is not the only form of time.  Literature presents characters 

and readers with an abundance of choices--act or wait, stay or return, live or die—ultimately 

returning control to them. Within the pages of a story, children can manipulate time.  They can 

lengthen their present, recreate their memories and envision their future.  They observe as their 

favorite characters weave the past, present and future into a single, colorful tapestry of time—

and they too are able to weave tapestries.  Carried along with the unrelenting current of time, 

children are allowed a moment of refuge in literature.  The act of reading is their time, to 

experience, to enjoy, to appreciate, to learn.   
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